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We present ac susceptibility measurements for R2CuO 4 with R = Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er and Tm, in the temperature range 
from 4 to 300 K. The frequency dependence of the in-phase X'(~o, T) and out-of-phase X"(w, T) is analyzed as a function of 
temperature. 

Antiferromagnet ic  order  [1] is a common character- 
istic of the rare-earth cuprates, R2CuO 4. For the light 
rare earths (R = Pr, Nd, Sm and Eu) electron doping 
through Ce substitution leads to high-T c superconduc- 
tivity [2]. For  heavier rare earths, instead, a weak 
ferromagnetic (WF) component  is present [3-5] and, 
up to now, it has not been possible to induce supercon- 
ductivity in these materials. The dc magnetization [3] 
reflects a history-dependent magnetization of the Cu 
lattice and an associated internal field polarizing the 
paramagnetic  rare-earth ions. The onset of WF in 
WbeCuO 4 has been found to be accompanied with 
spin-glass-like characteristics [5], such as differences 
between the field-cooled (FC) and zero-field-cooled 
(ZFC) magnetization and a logarithmic time decay of 
the remanent  magnetization. We present here an anal- 
ysis of the frequency dependence  of the real (in-phase) 
and imaginary (out-of-phase) components  of the ac 
susceptibility, which further characterizes the spin- 
glass-like features associated with the weak ferromag- 
netism of these systems. 

Ceramic samples of R2CuO4, with R = Tb, Dy, Ho, 
Er, and Tm, were prepared from the oxides under high 
pressure (8-9  GPa) in a belt type apparatus at temper-  
atures ranging from 800 to 1200 ° C. X-ray diffraction 
showed in all cases the basic T '  structure [6] but 
showed many extra weak peaks that could be indexed 
as superstructure reflections. Details of the synthesis 
and structural studies will be published separately [7]. 
Single crystals of G d z C u O  4 were grown from a C u O P -  
PbO flux. 

We have measured the real, X'(~o, T), and imagi- 
nary, X"(~o, T), parts of  the ac susceptibility, in the 
temperature  range 4.2 K < T < 320 K, using a Lake 
Shore Susceptometer  operat ing at different excitation 
frequencies of  the magnetic field, ~, = oJ/2-rr = 10, 111 
and 1000 Hz. 

A maximum of X'(oJ, T) has been found for all the 
ceramic samples at temperatures  varying from Tma x 
285 K for R = Tb to Tma x -- 260 K for R = Tm. Subse- 
quent  maxima were observed at lower temperatures  
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Fig. 1. Real and imaginary parts of the ac susceptibility, 
measured at two different frequencies for a ceramic sample of 

Tb2CuO 4 with H~x c = 10 G. 

indicating ei ther spin reorientat ion transitions or rare- 
earth magnetic order. The overall magnetic behavior is 
similar to that found [3,8] for Gd2CuO4, where weak 
ferromagnetism was first reported for these T '  
cuprates. 

The peaks in X'(o~, T) have associated anomalies in 
X"(w, T), as shown in figs. 1 and 2 for Tb2CuO 4 and 
Gd2CuO 4. In the case of R = Dy, Ho, Er  and Tm, the 
anomalies were less intense and we were not able to 
detect the out-of-phase component.  

For T >> Tma x the ac and dc susceptibility measure- 
ments [3-5] are in agreement,  following a Cur ie -Weiss  
law with effective magnetic moments  close to the free- 
ion values for R 3+. 

For R = Tb and heavier rare earths, X'(~0, T) de- 
creases below Tmax, reaching for T << Tm~ x the same 
Cur ie -Weiss  dependence found at high temperatures.  
For  Gd2CuO4, X'(to, T)  also presents a maximum but 
it remains significantly higher than Xdc(T) at lower 
temperatures.  

As shown in fig. 1, the frequency dependence  of 
X'(~o, T) is almost negligible for T > Tmax, increases at 
lower temperatures,  and becomes again independent  
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Fig. 2. Real and imaginary parts o f  the ac susceptibil ity 
measured for  a Gd2CuO 4 single crystals, with H ~  = 1 G, as a 

function of temperature for two different frequencies. 

of w. The  out-of-phase componen t  X"(~o, T)  presents  
a b road  maximum as a funct ion of t empera tu re  whose 
shape and posit ion are strongly f requency dependen t .  
X"(w, T) drops to zero at t empera tu re s  close to those 
where  X'(w, T) becomes  frequency independen t .  At  
high tempera tures ,  X"(w, T) is an increasing funct ion 
of w, and  a decreasing one at low tempera tures .  

This  behavior  may be descr ibed in terms of relax- 
at ion processes charac ter ized  by a spectral  dis t r ibut ion 
of relaxat ion t imes P(~'). For  a single relaxat ion time, 
P(~-) = 6(~"-  ~'0(T)), the ac susceptibility is given by 
X'(O~, T)= x~(T) + (Xo(T)-  x~(T))/(1 + w2r~(T)) and 
X"(w, T) = wro(T)(Xo(T) - x~(T))/(1 + w2'r2(T)),  
where  xo(T) and x~(T) are the low and high frequency 
limits of X' (w,  T), respectively. The  imaginary par t  
X"(w, T) tends  to zero in bo th  limits and  presents  a 
maximum for w = % I ( T ) .  For  a dis t r ibut ion of relax- 
ation times, X"(w, T) becomes  a f la t tened  funct ion of 
frequency, but  its maximum value still cor responds  to 
the average or dominan t  relaxat ion rates  in the system 
~(T). 

The  available excitation f requencies  in our  ac meas-  
u rements  cor respond to a t ime window 10 3 s < ~-< 
10 -1 s. F rom our  exper imenta l  results  we conclude 
that  ~(T)  < 10 -3 s for T >  Tma × and  coincides with our  
t ime window at T = 250 K for Tb2CuO 4 and  at T -- 200 
K for G d z C u O  4. At  lower tempera tures ,  the  dominan t  
relaxat ion t imes rapidly increase and then  X'(w, T) 
becomes again f requency independen t ,  while X"ho,  T)  
goes to zero. This  observat ion is in ag reemen t  with the 
logari thmic decay of the r e m a n e n t  magnet iza t ion  ob- 
served [5] for Tb2CuO 4 at T =  100 K, i.e. below the  
t empera tu re  range  where  s trong relaxat ion is observed 
in our  ac susceptibility measurements .  

The  adiabat ic  susceptibility x~(T), measured  for 
T < 150 K, follows a Cur i e -Wei s s  law for R = Tb and  
the  heavier  rare  earths.  This  behavior  and the observa- 
t ion of hysteresis loops with a slowly varying r e m a n e n t  
magnet iza t ion  [5] indicates  the  freezing of the  Cu mo- 
ments .  Then ,  only the ra re -ea r th  momen t s  are able to 

respond to the excitation of the  oscillating magnet ic  
field. 

For GdzCuO4,  the low- tempera ture  limit of x~(T) 
resembles  also a Cu r i e -We i s s  law, but  it cor responds  
to an effective magnet ic  field much larger  than  the 
applied ac excitation field Hex c. 

As men t ioned  above, at a second character is t ic  tem- 
pera ture ,  T L, some of these mater ia ls  show a spin 
reor ien ta t ion  t ransi t ion [3,8] tha t  suppresses  the WF. 
We have found that  Tt, varies f rom = 20 K for R = Gd  
to = 10 K in the cases of Tb and Dy. For  R = Ho, Er  
and Tm, we have not  found indicat ions of this transi- 
t ion down to 4.5 K. 

In conclusion, we have identif ied a h igh- tempera-  
ture  region where  the ac susceptibility presents  charac-  
teristics of spin-glass materials .  The  observed behavior  
may be descr ibed in terms of a dis t r ibut ion of relax- 
at ion t imes whose average value varies as a funct ion of 
tempera ture .  Above  Tma x the  relaxat ion is fast and  the  
whole system behaves  paramagnetical ly.  In an in terme-  
diate t empera tu re  range,  ~(T)  varies in the t ime do- 
main of our  ac measu remen t s  (10 1 -10-3  s) and  both 
g'(w, T) and g"(w, T) presen t  a s trong frequency 
dependence .  Finally, the Cu momen t s  become frozen 
at lower t empera tu res  ( T <  150 K) for R = T b  and 
heavier  rare  earths.  For  R = Gd, instead,  the  freezing 
is not  complete.  The  analysis of the in teract ion of the 
W F  componen t  of the  Cu sublat t ice with the ra re -ea r th  
magnet ic  momen t s  at low t empera tu re s  and  its effects 
on the observed t ransi t ions at T L is presently under  
way and  will be publ ished separately.  
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